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Tabac Glam
Definition

A special category of typefaces, combining together principles of
both serif and sans-serif, is sometimes described as Linear-Antiqua
by German typographers. This concept catches the eye wherever
it appears and this is also the case of Tabac Glam — a highly
contrasting display typeface, expanding the wide expressive spectrum
of our Tabac super-family through a new characteristic hue.
Tabac Glam is naturally a great complement to the serif Tabac.
It’s however only in conjunction with other styles of the superfamily
— Sans, Slab and Mono, that you’ll be able to unleash the enormous
potential of the wide range of combinations, and the family’s 112
styles will certainly satisfy all needs of both elegant and technical
typesetting. Tabac Glam will best stand out in huge grades, on the
covers of thick magazines under glossy layers of UV coating, or on
snow-white surfaces of displays.

Basic info

OpenType Features

Number of fonts in a family: 32 (Regular, Italic, Medium, Medium
Italic, Semibold, Semibold Italic, Bold, Bold Italic; all in four
grades)
Number of glyphs per font: 902
Release date: 2016
All Small Caps (c2sc)
Small Capitals (smcp)
Historical Forms (hist)
Historical Ligatures (hlig)
Old Style Numerals (onum)
Lining Figures (lnum)
Proportional Figures (pnum)
Tabular Figures (tnum)
Superscript (sups)
Scientific Inferiors (sinf)
Numerators (numr)
Denominators (dnom)
Fractions (frac)
Localized Forms (locl)
Standard Ligatures (liga)
Case Sensitive Forms (case)
Slashed Zero (zero)
Stylistic Sets (salt ss02 – ss06)
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my
wolves quack! Blowzy red vixens fight
for a quick jump. Joaquin Phoenix was
gazed by MTV for luck. JCVD might
Tabac Glam G1 Regular 20/24 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up to
quiz and vex him. My faxed joke won
a pager in the cable TV quiz show.
The quick onyx goblin jumps over the
Tabac Glam G1 Medium 20/24 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed grave. Six big devils from Japan
quickly forgot how to waltz. Who
am taking the ebonics quiz? Big July
Tabac Glam G1 Semibold 20/24 pt

Few black taxis drive up major
roads on quiet hazy nights. Bored?
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just
come to the Royal Oak! Crazy FredTabac Glam G1 Bold 20/24 pt
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and
my wolves quack! Blowzy red
vixens fight for a quick jump.
Joaquin Phoenix was gazed
by MTV for luck. JCVD might
pique a sleazy boxer with funk.

The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my wolves
quack! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick
jump. Joaquin Phoenix was gazed by MTV
for luck. JCVD might pique a sleazy boxer
with funk. Heavy boxes perform quick
waltzes and jigs. A wizard’s job is to vex
chumps quickly in fog. The big plump
jowls of zany Dick Nixon quiver. Woven

Tabac Glam G1 Regular 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G1 Regular 8/12 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up
to quiz and vex him. My faxed
joke won a pager in the cable
TV quiz show. The quick onyx
goblin jumps over the lazy
dwarf. The lazy major was

Brawny gods just flocked up to quiz
and vex him. My faxed joke won a pager

Tabac Glam G1 Medium 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G1 Medium 8/12 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot
the jinxed grave. Six big
devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am
taking the ebonics quiz? Big
July earthquakes confound

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed
grave. Six big devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am taking
the ebonics quiz? Big July earthquakes
confound zany experimental vow. Foxy
parsons quiz and cajole the lovably
dim wiki-girl. Cute, kind, jovial, foxy
physique, amazing beauty? Wowser!

Tabac Glam G1 Semibold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G1 Semibold 8/12 pt

Few black taxis drive up
major roads on quiet hazy
nights. Bored? Craving a pub
quiz fix? Why, just come to
the Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought many very

Few black taxis drive up major roads
on quiet hazy nights. Bored? Craving
a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the
Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought
many very exquisite opal jewels. Sixty
zippers were quickly picked from the
woven jute bag. Just keep examining
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

Tabac Glam G1 Bold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G1 Bold 8/12 pt
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The lazy major was fixing Cupid’s broken
quiver. Cozy lummox gives smart squid
who asks for job pen. Painful zombies
quickly watch a jinxed graveyard. My girl
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my
wolves quack! Blowzy red vixens fight
for a quick jump. Joaquin Phoenix was
gazed by MTV for luck. JCVD might
Tabac Glam G2 Regular 20/24 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up to
quiz and vex him. My faxed joke won
a pager in the cable TV quiz show.
The quick onyx goblin jumps over the
Tabac Glam G2 Medium 20/24 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed grave. Six big devils from Japan
quickly forgot how to waltz. Who
am taking the ebonics quiz? Big July
Tabac Glam G2 Semibold 20/24 pt

Few black taxis drive up major
roads on quiet hazy nights. Bored?
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just
come to the Royal Oak! Crazy FredTabac Glam G2 Bold 20/24 pt
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and
my wolves quack! Blowzy red
vixens fight for a quick jump.
Joaquin Phoenix was gazed
by MTV for luck. JCVD might
pique a sleazy boxer with funk.

The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my wolves
quack! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick
jump. Joaquin Phoenix was gazed by MTV
for luck. JCVD might pique a sleazy boxer
with funk. Heavy boxes perform quick
waltzes and jigs. A wizard’s job is to vex
chumps quickly in fog. The big plump
jowls of zany Dick Nixon quiver. Woven

Tabac Glam G2 Regular 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G2 Regular 8/12 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up
to quiz and vex him. My faxed
joke won a pager in the cable
TV quiz show. The quick onyx
goblin jumps over the lazy
dwarf. The lazy major was

Brawny gods just flocked up to quiz
and vex him. My faxed joke won a pager

Tabac Glam G2 Medium 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G2 Medium 8/12 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot
the jinxed grave. Six big
devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am
taking the ebonics quiz? Big
July earthquakes confound

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed
grave. Six big devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am taking
the ebonics quiz? Big July earthquakes
confound zany experimental vow. Foxy
parsons quiz and cajole the lovably
dim wiki-girl. Cute, kind, jovial, foxy
physique, amazing beauty? Wowser!

Tabac Glam G2 Semibold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G2 Semibold 8/12 pt

Few black taxis drive up
major roads on quiet hazy
nights. Bored? Craving a pub
quiz fix? Why, just come to
the Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought many very

Few black taxis drive up major roads
on quiet hazy nights. Bored? Craving
a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the
Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought
many very exquisite opal jewels. Sixty
zippers were quickly picked from the
woven jute bag. Just keep examining
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

Tabac Glam G2 Bold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G2 Bold 8/12 pt
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in the cable TV quiz show. The quick
onyx goblin jumps over the lazy dwarf.
The lazy major was fixing Cupid’s broken
quiver. Cozy lummox gives smart squid
who asks for job pen. Painful zombies
quickly watch a jinxed graveyard. My girl
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my
wolves quack! Blowzy red vixens fight
for a quick jump. Joaquin Phoenix was
gazed by MTV for luck. JCVD might
Tabac Glam G3 Regular 20/24 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up to
quiz and vex him. My faxed joke won
a pager in the cable TV quiz show.
The quick onyx goblin jumps over the
Tabac Glam G3 Medium 20/24 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed grave. Six big devils from Japan
quickly forgot how to waltz. Who
am taking the ebonics quiz? Big July
Tabac Glam G3 Semibold 20/24 pt

Few black taxis drive up major
roads on quiet hazy nights. Bored?
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just
come to the Royal Oak! Crazy FredTabac Glam G3 Bold 20/24 pt
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and
my wolves quack! Blowzy red
vixens fight for a quick jump.
Joaquin Phoenix was gazed
by MTV for luck. JCVD might
pique a sleazy boxer with funk.

The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my wolves
quack! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick
jump. Joaquin Phoenix was gazed by MTV
for luck. JCVD might pique a sleazy boxer
with funk. Heavy boxes perform quick
waltzes and jigs. A wizard’s job is to vex
chumps quickly in fog. The big plump
jowls of zany Dick Nixon quiver. Woven

Tabac Glam G3 Regular 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G3 Regular 8/12 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up
to quiz and vex him. My faxed
joke won a pager in the cable
TV quiz show. The quick onyx
goblin jumps over the lazy
dwarf. The lazy major was

Brawny gods just flocked up to quiz
and vex him. My faxed joke won a pager

Tabac Glam G3 Medium 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G3 Medium 8/12 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot
the jinxed grave. Six big
devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am
taking the ebonics quiz? Big
July earthquakes confound

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed
grave. Six big devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am taking
the ebonics quiz? Big July earthquakes
confound zany experimental vow. Foxy
parsons quiz and cajole the lovably
dim wiki-girl. Cute, kind, jovial, foxy
physique, amazing beauty? Wowser!

Tabac Glam G3 Semibold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G3 Semibold 8/12 pt

Few black taxis drive up
major roads on quiet hazy
nights. Bored? Craving a pub
quiz fix? Why, just come to
the Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought many very

Few black taxis drive up major roads
on quiet hazy nights. Bored? Craving
a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the
Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought
many very exquisite opal jewels. Sixty
zippers were quickly picked from the
woven jute bag. Just keep examining
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

Tabac Glam G3 Bold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G3 Bold 8/12 pt
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in the cable TV quiz show. The quick
onyx goblin jumps over the lazy dwarf.
The lazy major was fixing Cupid’s broken
quiver. Cozy lummox gives smart squid
who asks for job pen. Painful zombies
quickly watch a jinxed graveyard. My girl
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my
wolves quack! Blowzy red vixens fight
for a quick jump. Joaquin Phoenix was
gazed by MTV for luck. JCVD might
Tabac Glam G4 Regular 20/24 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up to
quiz and vex him. My faxed joke won
a pager in the cable TV quiz show.
The quick onyx goblin jumps over the
Tabac Glam G4 Medium 20/24 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed grave. Six big devils from Japan
quickly forgot how to waltz. Who
am taking the ebonics quiz? Big July
Tabac Glam G4 Semibold 20/24 pt

Few black taxis drive up major
roads on quiet hazy nights. Bored?
Craving a pub quiz fix? Why, just
come to the Royal Oak! Crazy FredTabac Glam G4 Bold 20/24 pt
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The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and
my wolves quack! Blowzy red
vixens fight for a quick jump.
Joaquin Phoenix was gazed
by MTV for luck. JCVD might
pique a sleazy boxer with funk.

The jay, pig, fox, zebra, and my wolves
quack! Blowzy red vixens fight for a quick
jump. Joaquin Phoenix was gazed by MTV
for luck. JCVD might pique a sleazy boxer
with funk. Heavy boxes perform quick
waltzes and jigs. A wizard’s job is to vex
chumps quickly in fog. The big plump
jowls of zany Dick Nixon quiver. Woven

Tabac Glam G4 Regular 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G4 Regular 8/12 pt

Brawny gods just flocked up
to quiz and vex him. My faxed
joke won a pager in the cable
TV quiz show. The quick onyx
goblin jumps over the lazy
dwarf. The lazy major was

Brawny gods just flocked up to quiz
and vex him. My faxed joke won a pager

Tabac Glam G4 Medium 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G4 Medium 8/12 pt

Wolf zombies quickly spot
the jinxed grave. Six big
devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am
taking the ebonics quiz? Big
July earthquakes confound

Wolf zombies quickly spot the jinxed
grave. Six big devils from Japan quickly
forgot how to waltz. Who am taking
the ebonics quiz? Big July earthquakes
confound zany experimental vow. Foxy
parsons quiz and cajole the lovably
dim wiki-girl. Cute, kind, jovial, foxy
physique, amazing beauty? Wowser!

Tabac Glam G4 Semibold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G4 Semibold 8/12 pt

Few black taxis drive up
major roads on quiet hazy
nights. Bored? Craving a pub
quiz fix? Why, just come to
the Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought many very

Few black taxis drive up major roads
on quiet hazy nights. Bored? Craving
a pub quiz fix? Why, just come to the
Royal Oak! Crazy Fredericka bought
many very exquisite opal jewels. Sixty
zippers were quickly picked from the
woven jute bag. Just keep examining
every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.

Tabac Glam G4 Bold 12/16 pt

Tabac Glam G4 Bold 8/12 pt
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in the cable TV quiz show. The quick
onyx goblin jumps over the lazy dwarf.
The lazy major was fixing Cupid’s broken
quiver. Cozy lummox gives smart squid
who asks for job pen. Painful zombies
quickly watch a jinxed graveyard. My girl
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Stylistic Set ss02

Havana

Havana

Stylistic Set ss03

Jiggling

Jiggling

Stylistic Set ss04

Gymnastic

Gymnastic

Stylistic Set ss05

Quadragenarian Quadragenarian
Stylistic Set ss06

Gold & Diamonds Gold & Diamonds
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQQRSTUVWXYZÆŊẞÐĲŒØÞ
ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃĆČÇĈĊĎĐÉĔĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĜĢĠĦĤÍĬÎÏİÌĪĮĨĴ
ĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑÓŎÔÖÒŐŌÕŔŘŖŚŠŞŜȘŦŤŢȚÚŬÛÜÙŰ
ŪŲŮŨẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻǼ

Lowercase

aabcdefgghijklmnopqrstuvwxyyzææŋßðĳĸſœøþá
ăâäàāąåãáăâäàāąåãćčçĉċďđéĕěêëėèēęğĝģġğĝģġħ
ĥíĭîïıìīįĩ�ĵķĺľļŀłńŉňņñóŏôöòőōõŕřŗśšşŝșŧťţțúŭûüù
űūųůũẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳýŷÿỳźžżǽǽ�

Small Caps

abcdefghijklmnopqQrstuvwxyzæŋẞðĳœøþáăâäà
āąåãćčçĉċďđéĕěêëėèēęğĝģġħĥíĭîïİìīįĩĵķĺľļŀłńŉňņ
ñóŏôöòőōõŕřŗśšşŝșŧťŢȚúŭûüùűūųůũẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳ
źžżǼ

Ligatures

Superscript, Subscript

Currency, Numerals, Fractions

� � � ﬁ � � ﬂ � � � ﬃ � � ﬄ � � � � � fħ fí fī fľ ťt Th
a������������o�������������������������������������z
$¢£¥ƒ€¤#0123456789�����������������������
�����������������0123456789⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹.,⁺⁻⁼⁽⁾
₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉.,+−=₍₎01234567890123456789¼½¾⅛⅜⅝⅞⅓⅔
%‰%‰

Mathematical, Punctuation

^ + ± < = > | ¦ × ÷ − ∂ µ π ∆ ∏ ∑ Ω √ ∞ ∫ ≈ ≠ ≤ ≥ ◊ ¬ ℮ ℓ ∅ ' " ° ª º ~ ·_ — – - 
‹›«»‚„’”‘“,.:;…?¿!¡()[]{}〚〛/\⁄/*•§††‡¶©�®™℠@&&
&—–-‹›«»¿¡@&��?¿!¡°’”‘“+−=()

Ornaments

←→↑↓↖↘↗↙⟵⟶��������⇐⇑⇒⇓⇦⇨⇧⇩⬅➡⬆⬇◁�◃
▷�▹△�▵▽�▿◀�◂▶�▸▲�▴▼�▾□◽▫○�◦◇�⬦☆⭐⭒��■◾
▪●��◆�⬥★����✶✷✹✳✺×❬❭❮❯❰❱❛❜❛❜❝❞❝❞➀➁➂
➃➄➅➆➇➈➉➊➋➌➍➎➏➐➑➒➓✂�

Floating Accents

´˘ˇˇ¸ˆ¨˙`˝¯˛˚˜´˘ˇˆ¨˙`˝¯˚˜´˘ˇˆ¨˙`˝¯˚˜
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